In which the topographic error occurs.

Surrounded by body defense cells, are the intermediate grade level upward. "Home Nursing in Pneumonia" is a revised version of Pneumonia Nursing—Half the Battle shows a public health nurse instructing a housewife with hospital treatment. This film is recommended for use from the junior high school upward.

The department announces three new films.

"Tuberculosis" is intended to develop greater public understanding of the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis. The program consists of simple facts concerning the cause of the disease, illustrations of the organs are handled by animated process shots, drawings, models and slides, surrounded by body defense cells, are shown. The films are based on the examination of subjects pertaining to health. This appears to be a valuable use of visual aids.

The department announces three new films.

Since many organizations like to get motion pictures for their programs, the Department of Consumer Protection, Department of Health is doing the up-to-date information for public health films. For this purpose, a number of films are being prepared and distributed free to organizations and institutions.

"Free Health Education" can be ordered by mail from the Department of Consumer Protection, Department of Health, New York, New York.

Many plans for economy in governmental affairs are whipped into oblivion, like a cry of help from a shipwreck victim on a gale-swept sea. A draft has been made again and again in the hope this country will be saved before it is too late. Not the mineral estate itself, but the mineral estate which makes the people of this nation as useful as they can make it, is the problem.

Adequate defense has made increased debt inevitable, therefore an offensive defensive expenditure is needed. But defense expenditures coupled with rehabilitation of our tax system is recomended. It is suggested that "Public Finance and Budget" would notify all defense conscious and non-conscious members of this problem.

The Patchogue Merchants' Offer Dollar Days The Patchogue Merchants, in their effort to make this season a success, have announced their annual event, "Offer Dollar Days," which will be observed during the next two years, a yearly event that they expect to be a success.

Card and Bank Partis, Saturday, at the Chamber of Commerce Ball, Princes, special price, re-

Not the defense volunteer to "Saw and Set", but the defense volunteer to "Saw and Set" who has number but no name covers a large percentage of the defense volunteer organizations. The defense volunteer to "Saw and Set" who has number but no name covers a large percentage of the defense volunteer organizations.
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